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Abstract-Title formulas are developed for particular use in the solution of nonlinear differential
equations which in general offer no clue as to the presence of singularities on or near the path of
integration. Procedure is advantageous since the approximations ascertain the existence of zeros
and poles and locate these data with great accuracy. The function y = Jt(.:r:)/Jo(x) where J"(x)
is the Bessel function of the first kind satisfies a first order nonlinear differential equation of the
Riccati type, and has an infinite number of zeros and poles on the positive real axis. A numerical
example is provided to illustrate computation of these singular points in a < x < 100. Some other
examples are also given.
I. SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
In the numerical treatment of ordinary linear differential equations there are many effective
integration formulas which yield quick, reliable results. These techniques, which are based
on the use of polynomial interpolating functions, depend heavily on the fact that solutions
to linear differential equations are very well behaved in that all the needed higher order
derivatives exist in the range of interest.
In general, the theory of ordinary nonlinear differential equations offers no clue as to the
singularities of the solutions of such equations. Thus, the detection of singularities must be
accomplished heuristically. Obviously the usual numerical integration techniques fail in
the region of such singularity, but also the location of such a point evades detection. Hence,
new techniques must be developed which will deal effectively with the problem of singulari-
ties of solutions to nonlinear differential equations. Progress has been made in this direction
[1-4].
Recently we obtained an algorithm for computing rational approximations to the solu-
tion of a wide class of nonlinear differential equations[l]. Although this technique cannot
be extended to arbitrary nonlinear equations, it clearly demonstrates the power of rational
approximations in dealing with a function which has singular points in the range of interest.
These approximations ascertain the existence of zeros and poles of a function and locate
these critical points with great accuracy. Rational approximations also allow accurate
computation of the function near a singular point-a decided advantage over the usual
approximations. Thus, it is desirable to obtain formulas for numerical integration of
ordinary nonlinear differential equations which are based on rational approximations.
Historically, Lambert and Shaw[2, 3J were the first writers to treat quadrature formulas
which are based on rational interpolants, In Ref. [2J, these authors discussed a two-point
formula for integrating the scalar differential equation.
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y' = [tx, Y),
which was based on an interpolant of the form
y(xo) = Yo (1)
(2)
Pn being an nth degree pol ynomial, as well as a three-point implicit formula based on the
same interpolant. In Ref. [3J, they treated two-point quadrature formulas based on the
interpolants
Pn(x) + alb + xl"" In Ib + x]. (3)
These formulas involved numerical values of the higher derivatives of f. In a later paper,
Shaw [4] extended the results to multistep methods based on equation (3) in which values
of the higher derivatives are not required. However, determination of the type and locat ion
of the singular points requires the solution of two simultaneous transcendental equations.
Further, the singularities are restricted to those characterized by equation (3).
In this paper we discu ss multistep formulas for integrating equation (1) which are of
predictor-corrector type . They involve numerical values of y and I only, and are based on
the general interpolating rati on al function
(4)
Thus we abandon the possibil ity of characterizing the type of singularity specifically except
in the case of multiple po les. In man y applications, the nature of the singularity, if any, is
not known a priori. Thi s being the case, our approach is valuable as it is easy to apply and
ably serves to alert one to the existence of singularities other than pole s. In the proposed
system, location of the singularity is obtained directly by computing zeros of the denomina-
tor polynomial.
2. DEV E LOPM E N T OF I NT E GR ATION FORMULAS
Here we develcp mult i-step predictor and corrector formulas based on rational funct ions
for the numerical integra tion of the scalar differential equ at ion
y' = [i», .1'), y(x o) = Yo· (5)
(6)
Although the formul as can be developed for higher order equations, we restrict ourselves
to equation (5).
It is assumed that all the needed starting values are available. We wish to approximate
the solution to equation (5) by a rational function. We write
m n
Pm(x ) = L a .x', Qn(x ) = 1 + L bx',
j =O j= 1
where the coefficients OJ and b, are unknown.
In order to obtain a k-step method the developm ent that follows shows that it is sufficient
to require that either n + 111 = 2k, or n + 111 = 2k - 1. For con venience, we set
Lm.n(x ) = Qn(x)y(x ) - Pm(X),
L~ .n(x ) = Q~(x)y(x) + Qn(X)y'(x ) - P~(x),
(7)
(8)
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and y(x;) = Yi for a set of equally spaced interpolation points Xo < XI < ... < Xk+ I
with spacing h = x j + I - Xj' We develop the predictor and corrector formulas for the
cases m + n = 2k and m + n = 2k - 1. The pertinent equations are:
m + n = 2k,
for the predictor and
for the corrector:
m + n = 2k - 1,
for the predictor and
Lm.n(xJ = °
L~.n(xJ = °
Lm,n(xJ = °
L~.n(xJ = °
Lm.n(xJ = °
L~,n(xJ = °
Lm,n(xJ = °
L~,n(xJ = °
i = 0, I, ... , k + 1
i = 1,2, ... , k
i = 1, 2, ,k + 1
i = 1,2, , k + 1
i = 0, 1, , k
i = 0, 1, , k - 1
i = 0,1, ,k
i = 1,2, , k
(9)
(10)
(11 )
(12)
for the corrector.
We quote the formulas for the case m + n = 2k. Computations are greatly simplified if we
employ the transformation X = Xo + th in equations (5H 12), develop the required formulas
and then set t = (x - xo)/h. This procedure is equivalent to setting X o = 0, x j = j and,
after the formulas are obtained, replacing yj by hyj.
The system of equations (9) in the unknowns Q j and b, has a solution, if and only if, the
following determinant vanishes:
~ = I Rk + 2.m + I
P T",m+ I
Sk+2,n+ II = °
Uk,n+ I '
(13)
where the entries in the determinant ~P are rectangular arrays of the size indicated by the
subscripts, and if hi j denotes the i,jth entry in a rectangular array Hpq' i = 1,2, ... , p and
j = 1,2, ... , q, the arrays in the determinant (13) are defined by
i = 1, 2, , k + 2: j = 1, 2, ,m + 1 and rII = 1,
i = 1,2, ,k + 2:j = 1,2, ,n + 1 and s., = Yo,
i = 1, 2, , k : j = 1, 2, ... , m + 1
(. 1)j- 1rij = I - ,
. - (. l)j~1Sij - I - Yi- [ ,
i = 1,2, ... , k : j = 1, 2, ... ,n + 1. (14)
We call ~p the predictor determinant. To obtain the corrector determinant, ~C' correspond-
ing to the conditions (9),replace the first row of equation (13) by the last row of equation (13)
with k replaced by k + 1. The modification for the case m + n = 2k - 1 is carried out in a
similar way. After setting ~p = ~c = °and expanding the determinants, we obtain
~p = AYk+ I + B = 0,
~c = Cyf+ I + DYk+ I + E = 0,
(15)
(16)
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(17)
where the coefficients in equation (15) depend on Yj and yj,.i = 0, 1,... , k, and the co-
efficients in equation (16) depend not only on these values, but also on y~+ r- Thus, to get
the predictor formula, we replace yj by hyj in equation (15)and solve for Yk+ i : In practice
the predicted value of Yk+ t is employed in the differential equation to get a predicted value
of y~+ i : Then the corector is used repeatedly until the results stabilize. However, for
sufficiently small h, the predictor can be used alone.
We give three examples.
m = n = 1: The predicted value of Yz is
2YoYt - 2yf + hYoy'tYz = -~~--_.~~ -,--,
2yo - 2Yl + hYt
and the corresponding corrector formula is
y~ - 2YtYz + (yf - hZy'tY~) = °
which agrees with that of Lambert and Shaw[2].
m = 1, n = 2: The predictor is
Y6(3Yt + hy'd + yf(2hy~ - 3yo)
Yz = Yo(4y~ - 5y~+hy'tl +Y;-(Yt +-2hy~)-=2hZy~)~;'
and for the corrector, the values in equation (16) with k = 1 are given by
C = 3Vt - 4yo - hy't
D = 5YoYl - 3yf + hYoy't
E = - yoyf + 2h(yo - ytlYtY~ + 2hZYoy'jY~'
m = n = 2: The predictor is
~Yo(~Ytlz + (~Ytl3 - 4(~yo + ~YtlhZy'lY~ + 6MYo~YlY~
Y3 = Yz + 15~YoiY~(~Y~T=6hy'~t.Yo+-~ytl +-4hzy'tY~ - 6h~yoY~'
(18)
and for the corrector, the values in equation (16)are given by
C = 4~Yt - hy~ - 4hY'j
D = -2CYz + 4(~Yt)z - 2MYtY~
E = Cy~ - Yz~ytl4~Yl - 2hy~) - 4hy~(~ytlz - hY~(~Yt)Z + 4h3y'IY~Y~' (19)
3. THE TRUNCATION ERROR OF THE PREDICTOR FORMULAE
We write
y(x) = Pm(x) + Lm.n(x).
Qn(x) Qlx) (20)
Let (a, h) be some interval containing all the interpolation points in question. We assume
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that fIx) can be written in the form
7
g(x)
y(x) = t/J(x)'
r
t/J(x) = Il (x - Ysr\
s~l
v, an integer ~ 0, (21)
r
L v, ::;; n,
s ~ 1
YsE (a, h),Y" =I- Xj '
where g(x) is (2k + I) times differentiable for x E (a, h).
We further define
k
nIx) = Il (x - xl
j ~ I
Case I, In + n = 2k :
Let
(x - xo)O(x)A(x)
Lm nIx) = .t,
. 'I'(x)
where A(x) is a function to be determined. If we define
w(t ) = f (t )Qn(tl t/J(t ) - Pm(t)t/J(t) - A(x)(t - xo)n(t)
(22)
(23)
(24)
where x =I- Xj ' X E (a, h), we see that w(t ) vanishes if t is one of the points (x o, XI "'" x r - I '
x, X yO •• . , xk), since
w(t) = t/J(t)Lrn.n(t) - A(x)(t - xo)O(t). (25)
This implies that w'(t ) must vanish for the k + I distinct points IJj' where Xo < IJ 1 < XI'
x , < 1J2 < X 2, · .. ,Xr- 1 < IJr < X ,X < IJr +1 < Xr ,Xk- 1 < 1Jk+1 < Xb by Rolle's theorem.
Alsow' (t )vanishesat the points x 1 " .. , X k , as may beseen bydiffcrentiatingequation(25)and
using equation (9). Altogether, w'(t ) vanishes for at least 2k + J distinct points in the interval
(a, b). Thus, w"(t) vanishes for at least 2k distinct points, etc. Finally, W( 2k+ 1)(t) must vanish
for at least one point, say ~, ~ E (a, h). If we differentiate equation (24) (2k + I) times, the
second term on the right hand side vanishes, since degree (Pmt/J) ::;; n + In = 2k. Placing
t = sin the remaining terms gives
so from equation (23) we see
Pm(x) (x - xo)n(x)A(x)
y(x) - - - = .
Qn(x) t/J(x)Qn(Xk+ d
Putting x = Xk+ 1 , X r = X o + rh, we find
. (k + l)k !2h2k+ t d 2k+ t[f(t)Qn(t)t/J(t)Jt~~
Yk+ 1(true) - Yk+ 1(predicted) = (2k 1)""( )Q() d 2+ ''1' Xk + 1 n X k + 1 t k + 1
for some SE (a, h), where (a, h) is any interval containing the points Xo, Xl' .. . , Xn ' Xk+ 1 .
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Case II , III + n = 2k - I :
A similar analysis yields
for some ~ E (e, d), where (C, d) is any interval containing the points (XI , Xz , · · ·, Xb Xk+ I) '
The truncation error analysis for the corrector formulas seems to be a much more
difficult undertaking, and our studies of the error for the se formulas are still continuing. It is
a fairly easy matter to show that the truncation error associated with the formulas (10) and
(12) is at least O(h Zk ) and O(hZk - 1) respectively, but numerical evidence and heuristic argu-
ments lead us to conjecture that the correcter formulas are as accurate as the predictor
formulas, i.e. O(h ZH I) and O(h Zk ), respectively. We hope a more refined analysis will sub-
stantiate this conjecture.
4. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS
We apply the results of Section 2 to four examples. In the first two examples, first order
differential equations whose only singularities are poles are treated. Here the approxima-
tions with In = I, n = 2 a re employed. In the third example, solution of a second order
differential equation with a single simple pole, is found using the 111 = n = 2 procedure.
Finally, in the fourth example, we study the solution of a first order differential equation
with an essential singularity using the schemata 111 = n = 1 and m = I, n = 2. In all cases,
the corrector is used repeatedly until successive iterates agree to eight decimal places. The
root of equation (16) was chosen which agreed best with the previously computed value of
YH I ' In the interests of brevity, onl y portions of the tabular data are exhibited. We now
discuss the examples in more det ail.
Tables 1 and 2 show how the technique can be used to map a solution and locate poles .
Indeed, it appears that the path of integration can go right through a pole without any
serious adverse effects on the solution beyond the pole . (See later discussion surrounding
Table 3.) Warning of the presence of a pole and its approximate location can be deduced
by tabulating roots of Qz(x). A recommended procedure to get the pole is to tabulate C- I
vs x, C = Corrected, and inverse interpolate for a zero of C- I.
Table 3 manifests the great power of our scheme. Here the numerical solution for the
differential equation for v = Jdx)/Jo(x) was mapped using the In = I, n = 2 procedure for
x = 0 to x = 99·99 with h = 0·01.
Only portions of the calculation are exhibited. Both zeros and poles are readily deduced
as indicated. Notice that the roots of Q2(X) indicate the presence of a pole, but this is not
reliable for more pre cise location of the pole since for x near a pole and X > 5·0, the two
zeros of Q2(X) are near each other. We also observe that in the neighborhood of each pole,
PI (x) is an approximate facto r of Qz(x ). There is good reason for this since from the differen-
tial equation for v(x ), v(x ) '" - (x - XO) - I when X is near Xo where Xo is a pole of v(x ). In
going from x = 0 to x = 99·99. v(x ) passes through 32 poles and 31 zeros. The stability of
the integration process is remarkable.
Table 4 illustrates numerical solution of a second order differential equation. Z is known
to ha ve a simple pole at 1·1577. In this example, no attempt was made to determine the pole
as in the manner of the examples in Table 3.
O<~<x<l.
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Table I. Numerical solution of u' = I + uZ, u(O) = 1
u = tan(x + n/4)
III = I, n = 2
IJ = 0·05 h = 0·01
x True (u) Predicted Corrected Predicted Corrected
0·1 1·22305 1·22304 1·22305 1·22305 1·22305
0·2 1·50850 1·50848 1·50850 1·50850 1·50850
0·3 1·89577 1·89574 1·89577 1·89577 1·89577
0-4 2-46496 2-46493 2-46498 2-46496 2-46496
0·5 H0822 H0815 H0826 H0822 H0822
0·6 5·33186 5·33165 5·33195 5·33186 5·33186
0·7 11.68137 11·67998 11·68153 11·68138 11·68139
0·8 - 68-47967 - 68·59667 -68·66273 - 68-48685 - 68-49443
0·9 - 8·68763 -8·73393 -8·68629 -8·69860 - 8·69493
1·0 -4·58804 -4·62137 -4·64804 -4·56120 -4·56121
Finally Table 5 shows the results for the case of an essential singularity. In the m = n = I
data, the root of Ql(x) is indicating the proximity of a singular point. When m = 1, and
n = 2,as x nears the singular point we should expect Q2(X) to have nearly equal roots since
the best a rational approximation can do to mimic an essential singularity is to display a
second order pole. However, the data show that P1(x) is nearly a factor of Q2(X), so that
the rational interpolant behaves like a simple pole. The following is an explanation of this
behavior. By integration of the differential equation and application of the mean value
theorem, we have
x = O.2fx y(t)dt = O·2xy(~)
y( ) 0 (1 - t)2 1 - x '
Inany event, the m = 1, n = 2 results are quite good in the neighborhood of the singularity.
5. CONCLUSION
It is well-known that rational approximations are extremely effective for numerical
computation, particularly when the function to be approximated has singularities in the
nature of branch points and poles. Rational approximations also supply a means of locating
Table 2. Location of pole of tan (x + n/4): true pole:
rr/4 = o· 785398
h = 0·05 h = 0·01
x Root of Qz(x) x Root of Qz(x)
0·60 0·7868 0·76 0·78540 35
0·65 0·7855 0·77 0·78539 82
0·70 0·7869 0·78 0·78540 08
0·75 0·7851 0·79 0·78539 89
0·80 0·7851 0·80 0·78539 65
By inverse interpolation of C - 1, the pole is at 0·7851
for the h = 0·05 case and at O· 785398 for the h = 0·01 case.
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these singularities. The algorithm described in this paper for integration formulas based
on rational interpolants is straight forward, easily adapted to computer use and possesses
all the advantage of rational approximations.
Table 3. Numerical solution of v' = I + V Z - i[x, v(O) = 0
v = Jdx)IJo(x)
In = I,ll = 2, h = 0·01
Roots of Qz(x)x True y(x)
2.38 40·48251
2.39 67·65514
2-40 207-43659
2.41 -193·04827
2-42 -65·68773
Predicted
.40-48279
67·65590
20i44372
-19J04220
-65·68773
Corrected
40·48277
67·65586
207-44358
-193·04260
-65·68763
Root of I'dx)
3·00768
J03908
3·07192
],11165
3·15420
J09490.
],13574.
], 17936.
],23341.
3·29302.
2-40483
2-40483
2-40482
2-40483
2-40482
From the roots of Q2(X), an approximate pole is at 2·40482. By inverse interpolation of C- I, a pole is indicated
at 2·40483 which is correct to five decimals.
True y(x) Predicted Corrected Root of PI (x) Roots of Qz(x)
3·82 -0·01/72 -0·01/72 -0·01172 3-83171 5·7/681, 2·31875
3.83 -0·00171 -0·00171 -0·00171 3-83171 5·71727. 2·31847
3-84 0·00829 0·00829 0·00829 3-83171 5·71759. 2·31826
3·85 0·01825 0·01825 0·01825 3·83171 5·71780, 2·31813
3.86 0·02820 0·02820 0·02820 ],83171 5·71788, 2·31807
Thus a zero is at 3·83171 which is correct to five decimals.
x Predicted Corrected Root of PI(.x) Roots of Qz(x)
98·16 -0·01260 -0·01260 98·17260 99·91198. 96-44848
98·17 -0·00260 -0·00260 98·17260 99·91217. 96-44831
98·18 0·00740 0·00740 98·17260 9991224, 96-44824
98·19 0·01740 0·01740 98·17260 99·91219. 96-44829
98·20 0·02740 0·02740 98·17260 99·91204, 96-44845
Thus a zero is indicated at 98·17260. The true zero is at 98-17095.
x
99·73
99·74
99·75
99·76
99·77
Predicted
54.14439
/18·08285
-653·13693
-86·72376
-46-44744
Corrected
54.14470
118·08425
- 653-16633
- 86·73472
-46-43145
Root of PI (x)
99·6734
99·71568
99·74525
99·75690
99·76146
99·78237. 99·63947
99·80917, 99·65500
99·74757 ± 0·24049i
99·82040. 99·68518
99·75496 ± 0·01452i
By inverse interpolation of C- I , a pole is indicated at 99·74847. The true pole is at 99·74682.
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Table 4. Numerical solution of Z" = 2Z 3 + xZ + L Z(O) = L Z'IO) = 0
(Z is Painleves second transcendent)
m=n=2
h = 0·05 h = 0·01
x True (Z) Predicted Corrected Predicted Corrected
0·2 1·06261 1·06271 1·06267 106261 1·06261
0·3 1·14638 1·14634 1·14640 1·14637 1·14638
0-4 1·27415 1·27377 1·27379 1·27415 1·27415
0·5 1-45921 1·45751 1-45730 1-45921 1·45921
0·6 1·72538 1·72170 1·72159 1·72537 172538
0·7 2·11844 211211 2·11185 2·11840 2·11845
0·8 273694 2·72608 2·72581 2·73710 2·73710
0·9 3-83440 3·81512 3·81417 3·83522 3-83520
1·0 6·31100 6·24525 6·257.87 6·31763 6·31758
1·1 17·31546 19·30070 21·69210 17·37845 1738471
Table 5. Numerical solution of v'(x] = [0·2.1'/( I - X)2], .1'(0) = ('02
y(x) = exp(0·2/1 ~ x)
m=n=lh=O·02
x True y(x) Predicted Corrected Roots of Q,(x)
0·84 3-49034 3-49158 3·48947 1·06828
0·86 4·17273 4·17601 4·17070 1·06501
0·88 5·29449 530474 5·28895 1·06117
0·90 7-38906 H2994 7-37009 1·05657
0·92 12·18249 12·42287 12·08980 1·05091
m = L II = 2, h = 0·01
x True y(x) Corrected Root of P, (x) Roots of Q2(X)
II
0·85 3-79367
0·86 4·17273
0·87 465742
0·88 5·29449
0·89 6·16065
0·90 738906
x True y(x)
0·90 7·38906
0·91 9·22781
0-92 12·18249
0·93 IHI171
0·94 28·03162
0·95 54·59815
],79363 25·13805 0·94305, 0·22946
4·17268 -0·20523 0·94439, 0-47314
4·65732 0-46970 0·94576, 0·61/13
5·29429 0·68748 0·94716. 0·71860
6·16016 0·79565 0·94851. 0·80040
7·38753 0·86088 0·94969, 0·86107
In = I. n = 2. h = 0-005
Corrected Root of P,(x) Roots of Q2(X)
7·38885 0·88453 0·94992, 0·88454
9·22789 0·91452 0·94998, 091452
12·23246 0·99119 0·96280 ± 0·00761i
IH8333 0·99909 0·96312 ± 0·01005;
28·14705 ]·02628 0·96676 ± 0·00900i
54·82113 1·09941 0·97043 ± 0·00734i
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